
  

“Where there is no vision,  
the people perish.” 

PROVERBS 29:18 

We were in the depths of our most difficult winter when we brought home the gigantic, thrifted 

bulletin board. We painted it white, hung it on our bedroom wall, and began pinning pictures onto its 

surface. There was quite a variety of pictures on that board—places we wanted to visit, experiences 

we wanted to have, things we wanted to buy, and some favorite quotes. In that collection of pictures 

hung our dreams—and three very significant things. 

 

One was a fake check. Earlier that year, we had studied how visualization can bring something into 

reality. One idea we read about was to print a fictional check, make it out for whatever amount of 

money you want to receive, and then use that check to visualize the money coming to you. This felt 

absurd at first, but we decided to do it. We both printed out a check, wrote an amount on it, and put 

it on our vision board. 

 

Cheyenne ended up taking hers down and replacing it with a check that had come in the mail. It 

wasn’t a real check—just a sales gimmick from a small business loan company, but it looked like a real 

check, and it was written out for $35,000. It seemed more legit than the ones we had written out for 

ourselves, so we started using this as the focus of our visualization. 

 

Fast forward to March 31, the day Jordan quit his job. We were scared out of our pants, but we knew 

it was the right thing to do. We had already gotten our answer to follow our dream of working 

together and we were expecting big things to happen. Well, they didn’t. 

 

We started out with a small amount of money in our savings and that number quickly started 

dwindling. Two months went by and we realized that we couldn’t keep it up much longer. We had no 

money coming in, a new business we were trying to get off the ground, and three babies to raise, not 

to mention a mortgage and a car payment. Towards the beginning of June, we calculated that we 

could make it one more month before we ran out of money. We were panicking. We prayed some 

more, searching to know what to do. And then the answer came. It was time to sell the house. 

We had bought our house two years earlier, when the housing market was low. We had put some 

love into it and now, two years later, the housing market was high. It was the perfect time to sell a 

house and make a lot of money. This solution seemed serendipitous, except for one thing—what 



 

  
We had bought our house two years earlier, when the housing market was low. We had put some 

love into it and now, two years later, the housing market was high. It was the perfect time to sell a 

house and make a good amount of money. This solution seemed serendipitous, except for one 

thing—what would we do without a house? Even with the profit we would make from selling our 

home, there was no way we could buy another one and be in a better position. The housing market 

was high everywhere (plus, there was that little matter of us not having an income). And then, we 

almost felt Heavenly Father chuckle and say, you’re not supposed to buy another house right now. 

 

And that’s when we felt the call to travel. At the time, this seemed insane. Looking back, it makes 

perfect sense. Almost all the pictures we had just pinned on our vision board were of places we 

wanted to see and experiences we wanted to have, none of which could come about in our current 

circumstances. But if we sold the house, that became the only choice. 

 

So we prepared for a life as wanderers. We sold our two extra vehicles and put our house on the 

market. Three weeks later, our house sold. The day we signed the papers at the title company, we saw 

a very significant amount of money in our bank account—$35,000.  

 

 

 

 

That’s the first reason we love vision boards. Here’s the second. During that same pivotal winter, as we 

were scrambling and dreaming and tiptoeing on the edge of our leap of faith, Cheyenne had saved a 

picture of a waterfall. She didn’t know what it was called or where it was located, she just knew she 

wanted to see it. 

 

Eight months later, after we had sold our house, left behind all our belongings, and were in the 

middle of our great adventure, we were in Washington when we stopped at a waterfall Jordan 

remembered visiting when he had lived in Seattle for two years, serving a mission for The Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. It was called Snoqualmie Falls and it was beautiful. Before we left, 

Cheyenne snapped a picture of it on her phone.   

 

Two months later, we were in Indiana and Cheyenne was looking over pictures we had saved for our 

first vision board the previous winter. She came across the picture of her waterfall, the one she had 

saved before we left on our trip (left). Amazed, she realized that she recognized that waterfall. In fact, 

she remembered it vividly because she had taken a picture of it only two months earlier (right): 

 



 

  

“Untitled” by aMp_visual Concepts (tumblr.com) Cheyenne’s Picture from her Phone 

That’s the second reason why we love vision boards and it happens to be the perfect illustration of the 

third reason we love vision boards. It’s best said in a quote attributed to Buddha (which we also had 

pinned on that life-changing bulletin board we brought home from the thrift store): “What you think, 

you become. What you feel, you attract. What you imagine, you create.”  

Vision boards work wonders. We can say that with confidence and deep gratitude because we’ve seen 

it in our own life. In addition to the fake check and the picture of our epic waterfall, we’ve seen almost 

everything on that first vision board come into our lives.  

Proverbs 29:18 says: “Where there is no vision, the people perish.” We believe that. Without a vision, 

it’s impossible to thrive. But with a vision, everything good becomes possible. So here’s something to 

put on your vision board to get you started.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

What you think,   

BUDDHA 

you become.   

What you feel,   
you attract.   

What you imagine,   
you create.   


